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Abstract: Forecast growth in e-commerce home-delivery demand provides retailers with opportu-
nities for expansion and increased levels of investment. To maximise these growth opportunities,
retailers face operational and logistical challenges related to order fulfilment and the last mile. In
contrast to other sectors, many grocers operate a store-based delivery model rather than a separate
distribution channel. Under this model, orders are picked from store shelves and store-based fleets of
delivery vehicles are used for last-mile fulfilment (delivery to the consumers’ home). With very rare
access to commercial data from Sainsbury’s, the second largest grocer in Great Britain, we analyse
the geographical variations of online groceries fulfilment capacity at store, region, and rural–urban
geography levels, exploring the interrelated impact of capacity constraints related to storage and
delivery in limiting the further growth of these services. The spatial extent of delivery service areas
are found to considerably vary between stores and the existing store network presents barriers
to further capacity expansion in some regions. We argue factors associated with the last mile are
an important capacity constraint/enabler in the e-groceries sector and suggest that the effective
expansion of these services requires further research into online service area delineation to maximise
delivery efficiency and capacity. The approach used here is readily transferable to other online service
delivery providers in both GB and elsewhere.
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1. Introduction

E-commerce is commonplace in the grocery retail industry in Great Britain (GB) with
the major players in this sector having offered the service for an excess of twenty years.
Already established as one of the fastest growing grocery sectors in the world [1,2], e-
commerce in the GB grocery industry experienced a dramatic growth as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic, taking the market share for online grocery sales from 6.2% in 2019 to
8.9% in 2021 [3]. Industry forecasts point towards a sustained growth of 21.4% over the
next five years, equating to GBP 1 for every GBP 11 spent on groceries flowing through the
online channel by 2026 [3].

These forecasts represent tremendous growth and expansion opportunities for re-
tailers who face the considerable challenge of optimising their online offerings in search
of profitability in a saturated and competitive market [4]. Grocery e-commerce in GB
operates as an ‘omnichannel’ market place—where multiple channels are available for the
consumer to use interchangeably [5]. These channels comprise: (i) ordering online for home
delivery; (ii) ordering online to collect in-store and (iii) ordering online to collect from a
non-store-based pick-up point (with ii and iii often referred to as ‘click and collect’). The
home-delivery channel dominates the grocery e-commerce landscape [2]. Whilst offering
greater convenience for consumers, it transfers the cost of the ‘last mile’ to the retailer
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who must face the logistical and cost implications of transporting perishable, bulky and
temperature-controlled goods to the consumer, typically allowing the consumer to choose
a timed delivery slot.

Rather than using a separate distribution channel as in many other retail sectors,
the modal method for e-commerce distribution for GB groceries is through store-based
fulfilment [6]. Orders placed online are picked from the shelves of supermarkets (fulfil-
ment stores) that are proximate to the delivery address, minimising last-mile costs and
enabling grocers to upscale their e-commerce offering by utilising existing infrastructure.
However, this model restricts online delivery to those localities where existing store-based
infrastructure is present or requires considerable last-mile costs if delivery vehicles are
used to provide home-delivery coverage across a large service area extending well-beyond
the fulfilment store.

With no physical stores, retailers, such as Ocado, operate technologically advanced
online fulfilment centres (‘dark stores’). This allows them to enter new geographical markets
without a physical store presence. At the time of analysis, Ocado provided coverage to
75% of the GB population from a handful of large-format dark stores [7]. The high costs
associated with this fulfilment model may restrict its usage to localities where economies
of scale can be achieved. However, even in these markets, major grocers have closed dark
stores in favour of order fulfilment from existing stores, cutting last-mile costs associated
with delivery (since these stores are more proximate to the consumer) and maximising use
of redundant in-store space [8].

More recently, major grocers have also introduced e-commerce services in collaboration
with third-party delivery partners (such as Deliveroo), drawing on their network of smaller-
format town and city centre stores to offer local rapid home delivery, including Tesco
‘Whoosh’, Sainsbury’s ‘Chop Chop’ and Ocado ‘Zoom’, but these typically have restricted
geographical availability and are designed for smaller orders. Additionally, on-demand
groceries supplied and delivered by pure-play retailers, including Getir, Zapp and Jiffy,
rely on much smaller dark stores, each serving smaller groups of neighbourhoods, with
over 150 dark stores estimated to have opened by these retailers in the period 2019–2021 [9].
Whichever fulfilment method is used, the retailers’ ability to meet e-commerce demand
within a given locality is dependent upon matching the e-commerce capacity to consumer
demand. This was highlighted in the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic when many
consumers faced considerable difficulties in securing a delivery slot, highlighting capacity
constraints within the system. These constraints are predominantly driven by the volume
of orders that can be picked, packed and stored in-store, along with a finite number of
delivery vehicles and drivers.

The rapid introduction of additional delivery slots by the major retailers at the start of
the COVID-19 pandemic [10–14] made use of additional capacity that could be accessed
quickly (e.g., acquisition of additional delivery vehicles/allocation of more in-store space to
order storage). The addition of additional e-commerce capacity at the start of the pandemic
capitalised on ‘easy wins’—utilising existing slack in the system. Longer-term ongoing
capacity growth requires robust capacity planning and infrastructure investment to ensure
that online demand can be met utilising store-based order fulfilment.

Whilst conceptually straightforward—the greater the e-commerce capacity of a store,
the more orders it is able to fulfil in a given period—the range of factors determining
capacity are complex and interlinked. Store-level e-commerce capacity is driven by the
size of the store; availability of staff for order picking and packing; storage and loading
space for deliveries; and the number of delivery vehicles that can operate from that store.
Depending on the sub-channel used by the consumer, it may also be driven by the capacity
of click-and-collect facilities or the time taken to deliver those orders to consumers’ homes,
which is itself influenced by the distance travelled, the degree of traffic congestion, the ease
of gaining access to the delivery address and the geographical spread of consumers.

Given the importance of geographical factors in driving e-commerce capacity at the
store level, it is surprising that the geographical studies of online groceries from a supply-
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side perspective are notably absent from the literature. Whilst the demand side is well
studied (see Hood et al. [4] for an overview), the supply side is underrepresented and
reliant on data from retailers related to their e-commerce provision. With the exception of
Newing et al. [7], who web-scraped online grocery delivery coverage in GB, we are aware
of no studies that analyse the geographical aspects of online groceries capacity or provision,
which we address in this paper.

To do so, we utilise rarely available commercial data supplied by Sainsbury’s, the
second largest grocery retailer in Great Britain (by market share). Two research questions
are addressed: (i) How does e-commerce capacity vary across their store network in
relation to underlying geography?; and (ii) How does the service area used in last-mile
order fulfilment vary between stores in the network and how is this related to underlying
geography? The following section discusses the existing research on grocery e-commerce
operations in the context of capacity and coverage. We then introduce our data and outline
the analysis conducted, which is presented fully in the penultimate section, prior to a
concluding discussion of the practical implications and future research.

2. Literature Review

There is a considerable body of established applied geographical research focused on
the grocery retail sector, most notably on the interaction between retail supply and demand.
This includes the development of retail location models to support site selection, impact
assessment and network planning [15]. The academic literature reports on a number of
studies that added demand-side sophistication to those models, often in conjunction with
commercial sector partners [16–19]. These studies tend to focus exclusively on consumer
interactions with the physical store network, rather than the online channel, within which
the drivers of consumer store-choice and expenditures are different. With the exception
of Beckers et al. [20], there are a dearth of studies that consider the spatial and logistical
implications of groceries e-commerce from a geographical and supply-side perspective.
This is surprising given the relatively abundant body of literature focusing solely on the
online proponents of running the service, e.g., see [21,22].

The gap in the research related to the geographical components of the groceries e-
commerce supply side is not driven by lack of knowledge of the demand side. The literature
recognises a range of area-based and socio-demographic factors, which drive the consumer
uptake of groceries e-commerce [2,23,24]. The relationship between groceries e-commerce
uptake and the physical grocery retail supply side is also well-documented, with evidence
that geographic theories related to consumer propensity to shop online [25] hold true in
the GB groceries sector [2,26].

Whilst the demand side is well-researched, an understanding of the groceries e-
commerce supply side are more limited and typically considered from a logistics per-
spective. The literature commonly focusses on vehicle routing [27], on-demand logistics
(near-instant delivery) [28] or the design of infrastructure (such as collection lockers) to
reduce environmental impacts [29,30]. This is unsurprising given that the costs associated
with the ‘last mile’ are estimated to account for as much as 50% of total supply chain costs
in this channel [5], with list-mile delivery representing the least efficient stage of groceries
e-commerce order fulfilment [31]. These costs and inefficiencies are partially driven by
the spatial fragmentation that results from stores acting as distribution centres [32]. As
a result, it is widely reported that grocers struggle to break even on their e-commerce
services [10], with international examples of e-grocers whose overall failure can be at-
tributed with logistical and cost challenges associated with the last-mile act of delivery to
the consumer [33].

The earliest example of grocery home delivery utilising store-based fulfilment was
Tesco, developing their near-national online groceries coverage in the late 1990s and early
2000s using their physical store network for warehousing, order picking, packing and de-
livery. This enabled rapid geographic expansion with relatively low levels of infrastructure
investment, alongside lower last-mile costs driven by shorter delivery distances between
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fulfilment centre (store) and delivery address [34]. Whilst those retailers with an extensive
store network experimented with online fulfilment centres (OFCs) (‘dark stores’) in order
to try to reach a wider consumer base [35], focus for most retailers has been on the optimi-
sation of the in-store fulfilment method [8]. Those retailers predominantly utilising their
store network for order fulfilment tend to have a near-national coverage, with Tesco, Asda
and Sainsbury’s all offering online groceries coverage to in excess of 98% of households in
2019 [7]. By contrast, Ocado (and retailers using the Ocado platform, such as M&S) and
Amazon Fresh, which do not benefit from a network of fulfilment stores, provide online
groceries coverage to approx. 75% and 15% of GB households, respectively, with ‘Amazon
Fresh’ (akin to the home-delivery offer provided by the major grocers) available only to
consumers based within London [7].

The typical home-delivery approach applied in the GB groceries sector enables the
consumer to select a timeslot for their delivery, with retailers needing to minimise costs in
the last mile, whilst also offering consumers timely delivery in order to maximise customer
satisfaction [27]. Most online grocers offer consumers the option to pay per delivery, or
to subscribe to a ‘delivery pass’, unlocking free unlimited delivery, subject to qualifying
minimum order values. Whilst delivery passes may reduce food waste (encouraging
consumers to order food more frequently, meeting their needs for the next few meals) [36],
smaller and more frequent orders pass increased last-mile costs onto the retailer, whilst also
increasing environmental costs [37]. This drive to meet customer satisfaction in relation
to delivery speed and cost exacerbates inefficiencies with complex and costly last-mile
vehicle routing required [5,38]. Alternative models exist for delivery—for example, the use
of collection points and refrigerated lockers, commonplace in mainland Europe, transfers
some last-mile costs back onto the consumer and reduces logistical requirements and
environmental costs faced by the retailer [30,39]. Whilst GB retailers introduced collection
points as an attempt to shift some of the last-mile costs back onto the consumer [40,41],
the uptake of these services remains notably behind that of home-delivery services, with
consumers exhibiting a preference for home delivery [2].

Following the COVID-19 pandemic, the demand for grocery e-commerce spiked [3,10].
Grocery retailers quickly accelerated their expansion plans in order to meet this demand
through the expansion of capacity, increasing delivery slots and hiring staff [2,8,14,15]. The
notion of investing in infrastructure to increase capacity is also a common theme related to
home-delivery logistics outside of grocery retail. For example, parcel delivery company
DPD have recently created 6500 jobs in order to scale up delivery operations [42] and The
Royal Mail have moved to pilot Sunday deliveries to increase the number of orders that
can be fulfilled per week [43].

Whilst notions of capacity are conceptually straightforward, there remains a gap in
the academic research concerning the role of capacity in a grocery e-commerce context,
which we begin to address in this paper using rarely available commercial data supplied
by Sainsbury’s. Sainsbury’s provided online groceries coverage to 98% of GB households
at the time of analysis [7]. Sainsbury’s have invested heavily in their online home-delivery
and click-and-collect operations since launch in 1996, and 234 stores operated as online
groceries fulfilment centres at the time of analysis. The retailer has previously engaged with
the academic sector to derive new insights into the aspects of their e-commerce offering,
including the impact of delivery slot availability and delivery slot price on customer
demand for home delivery [44] and utilisation of store-based click and collect [41]. This
study is the first to geographically analyse order-fulfilment capacity.

Sainsbury’s have a dedicated head office team responsible for capacity planning for
their e-groceries operation, managing the balance between consumer demand and the
number of orders that can be met within their network. This balance between demand and
capacity can fluctuate on a week-by-week basis based on order volumes and is primarily
experienced at the store level, with no easy mechanism to re-allocate capacity (e.g., delivery
vehicles) between stores on a short-term basis. Underused capacity (lack of orders) or a
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lack of capacity (too many orders) at a store level can result in inefficient usage of resources
or customer dissatisfaction.

Alongside the fluctuations of consumer demand (the volume of orders and the number
of items ordered), store-level capacity for order fulfilment fluctuates and is driven by a
number of factors that include:

• The number of delivery vans and drivers available on a given day/shift;
• The number of staff available for in-store order picking and packing;
• Productivity of delivery vans—the number of orders that can be delivered during a

single shift, which is influenced by the distance travelled between delivery addresses
and the size of each customer order (larger orders take up more space and can restrict
the number of orders carried by a single vehicle).

The distance travelled in delivering customer orders is thus an important factor
influencing delivery capacity at the store level. The delineation of store service areas—the
geographic area over which a given store is able to deliver orders—is an intensive process
that attempts to match demand to capacity in spite of neither factor being static. Whilst
store-level service areas are designed to be as compact as possible, operational requirements
often mean that delivery vehicles make inefficient journeys, which have knock-on cost,
efficiency and sustainability implications for the retailer. Commercial sensitivities in this
highly competitive sector restrict the extent to which we can fully elaborate on the drivers of
these delivery inefficiencies. However, given that the store-level balance between demand
and capacity is not static, proximate stores often share delivery capacities. For a given
customer order, capacity limitations at their most proximate store may result in order
fulfilment being undertaken by an alternative store in the vicinity. This results in delivery
vehicles travelling into a neighbouring stores’ service areas, increasing journey times and
associated costs (time, financial and environmental), reducing the number of orders that
can be delivered, thus affecting the overall capacity.

Some store-level service areas may also be inefficient by design, especially where
local capacity has grown via the introduction of additional new fulfilment stores. Without
ongoing re-organisation of store-level service areas, the introduction of new stores and the
subsequent overlap or splitting of service areas may result in dysfunctional or detached
service areas. These contribute to inefficient vehicle routing, time-consuming delivery
routes and resultant reduced capacity. These store-level capacity constraints are recognised
as key barriers to efficient grocery e-commerce operations [12]. As such, capacity should
be considered at a local level and recognised as a geographical and logistical challenge, as
examined in the following sections, beginning with an overview of the commercial-capacity
data provided to support this research.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data

In support of this research, Sainsbury’s have provided rarely available data on the sup-
ply side of their e-commerce operations, facilitating an insight into store-level e-commerce
order capacity across the network and the logistical implications (e.g., in-store storage
space) of fulfilling orders through a store-based model. Data used for this research relate to
the 2019 calendar year prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Data are provided for all 234 stores
that acted as fulfilment sites for online groceries at the time, with a range of geographic
and attribute information provided for each fulfilment store, with example data outlined in
Table 1.

The capacity data represent a store’s ability to fulfil home-delivery orders. The aca-
demic literature commonly uses store floor space as a proxy for e-commerce capacity [20,26]
and so the provision of more detailed capacity data are novel and a key strength of this
research. In order to preserve commercial data sensitivity, all indicators of capacity pre-
sented in this paper are a relative value, with higher values identifying greater capacity
within the order-fulfilment system, enabling higher order volumes to be fulfilled. This
enables us to analyse relative capacity in different geographical locations, at different store
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types and within different parts of the system in a consistent manner whilst preserving the
confidential nature of these data.

Table 1. Example capacity data provided by Sainsbury’s, related to their store network in 2019.
‘Store-based Capacity’ is reported as a relative value ranging from 388 to 3500, capturing store-
level e-commerce storage and fulfilment capability. Delivery capacity is also a relative value (range
388–5124), capturing capacity associated with the last mile, and is not directly translatable into a
count of orders that can be fulfilled.

Store Name Geographic
Coordinates

Store-Based
Capacity

Delivery
Capacity

Capacity
Constraints

Example store 1 Latitude and
longitude
(e.g., 53.80433,
1.550997796)

2100 1820 Delivery
Example store 2 902 1047 Chilled
Example store 3 1126 4456 Ambient
Example store 4 989 989 MLFs

We present a number of measures of e-commerce capacity, as supplied by Sainsbury’s,
from their in-house store-level operational data. Store-based capacity refers to store-level
ability to operate an e-commerce service, including a measure of the capacity of the stor-
age space available for e-commerce orders (which comprise chilled, frozen and ambient
(non-temperature-controlled) goods). The store-based capacity values that we present
are a relative value that is indicative of the level of capacity at a given store, enabling
a comparison between stores, but is not directly translatable into a count of orders or a
physical storage space. Delivery capacity relates to the capacity to handle orders in the
‘last-mile’ stage of order fulfilment, with our reported relative capacity values driven by
the availability of loading space, and delivery-vehicle availability at each fulfilment store.
Delivery-vehicle availability is directly related to the time taken to complete deliveries,
influenced by the distance vehicles are required to travel to reach customer delivery ad-
dresses. These data are used in our analysis in the format supplied by Sainsbury’s, we are
not able to drill down further into the factors driving those capacities, with the exception
of constraints on expansion, explored below.

As highlighted in Table 1, these data also capture the major constraints on capacity
experienced at each fulfilment store (barriers to short-term capacity expansion). There are
three possible constraints within our data, limited ambient storage space, limited chilled
storage space, or mitigating loss factors (MLFs), the latter related to wider unspecified
constraints in the store network that limit that stores ability to handle further e-commerce
orders. These are directly drawn from Sainsbury’s in-house data as compiled by their
e-commerce, property and store-based teams. Example stores 2 and 3 are constrained by
store-based factors, even though their potential delivery capacity is far greater. This applies
to 49 stores in our dataset, for whom the expansion of store-based capacity would enable
these stores to fulfil a greater number of customer orders as additional delivery capacity
already exists. Barriers to expansion also include delivery constraints, which is the focus
of this research—these capture limitations in the number of deliveries that can be made
by a given store due to factors associated with the last mile, including vehicle availability.
Store-level delivery capacity is analysed in Section 4.1, including aggregation by region and
area type, utilising the ONS rural–urban classification of small areas in Great Britain [45,46].

3.2. Methodology

Given the importance of the last mile (specifically the time taken to deliver orders
to customers who are not geographically proximate to the store) as a potential capacity
limitation at the store level, we calculated the inferred maximum distance travelled to
undertake deliveries on a store-by-store basis. Taking account of each fulfilment store’s
location, we constructed distance-based delivery service areas, adopting the assumption
that each consumer placing a home-delivery order will be served by the nearest physical
fulfilment store. Whilst our discussion with industry partners recognised that this is not
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always the case, it acts here as a readily available proxy for delivery-service areas. In
keeping with in-house network planning at Sainsbury’s, the analysis uses postal geography
to unpick the spatial patterns of delivery service areas. Using the Euclidean (straight line)
distance, each postcode sector (akin to a large neighbourhood containing an average of
3000 addresses) [47] is assigned to its nearest fulfilment store, developing service areas
using a Voronoi region approach.

At the time of analysis, Sainsbury’s offered geographical coverage to 98% of all GB
households. The 2% of households not served are predominantly outlying rural areas
in Scotland and Wales [7]. For the purposes of this analysis, all postcode sectors were
included within these distance calculations. We also re-calculated these service areas
for all large-format stores, irrespective of whether they currently act as online groceries
fulfilment centres. We defined a large-format store as a store with a floorspace greater
than 15,069 square feet, in keeping with the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA).
All existing Sainsbury’s fulfilment stores are large-format stores, with this format offering
the product ranges and storage space required to undertake online groceries fulfilment.
Delineating service areas for all large-format stores enables us to assess the future potential
for online order fulfilment and the potential geographical constraints associated with the
home-delivery service.

The following section presents and discusses our findings, beginning with an overview
of capacity across the network, with a focus on geographical constraints to further delivery-
capacity expansion at a store level and urban–rural influences on capacity. We then explore
the geographical factors associated with the last mile based on our service-area analysis.

4. Results
4.1. Geographical Distribution of Delivery Capacity

Table 2 and Figure 1 illustrate the distribution of fulfilment stores across GB alongside
the reported delivery capacity for e-commerce order fulfilment, aggregated by region. There
is a presence of fulfilment stores across GB, with a concentration of capacity in London
and the South East. Collectively, the 85 fulfilment stores in London and the South East
contribute 42% of the total e-commerce order-fulfilment capacity across GB. By contrast,
the four fulfilment stores in Wales contribute negligibly towards the overall e-commerce
capacity within the network, in spite of their important role in providing online groceries
across Wales. The concentration of capacity within London and the South East reflects the
historical investment in larger format stores by Sainsbury’s in this region, with a total of
170 large-format stores potentially available for order fulfilment across these regions. By
contrast, Wales has just 11 large-format stores, which could potentially act as fulfilment
sites, limiting the expansion of these services.

Table 2. Online delivery capacity, fulfilment stores and potential for store-based fulfilment by region.

Region/Nation Fulfilment Stores
(Count)

Total Delivery Capacity
(Relative Value)

Non-Fulfilment
Stores 1

South East 52 100,788 39
Greater London 33 76,676 46
East of England 30 52,627 27

South West 27 49,311 25
West Midlands 17 31,489 28

North West 18 23,547 29
Scotland 16 23,056 14

East Midlands 16 22,907 17
Yorkshire and the

Humber 15 22,543 12

North East 6 9039 12
Wales 4 6685 7

1 Large-format stores that could potentially act as future fulfilment stores.
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Figure 1 highlights the fact that, whilst fulfilment stores exist in all regions, these stores
exhibit a predominantly urban distribution, with fulfilment stores concentrated around
major urban centres and densely populated areas, including London, Birmingham, Manch-
ester and Leeds. Large areas of northern Scotland, mid-Wales, North-East England and
parts of South West England are geographically distant from fulfilment stores. These areas
are characterised by dispersed rural populations and thus present the greatest challenges
for order fulfilment, with online groceries coverage in these areas (where offered) requiring
delivery vehicles to travel considerable distances from fulfilment stores to reach these
consumers, adding to last-mile costs and reducing vehicle availability for other orders.
Interestingly, these areas are also largely devoid of non-fulfilment stores (large-format stores
not currently used for order fulfilment), and therefore there is limited scope to expand
e-commerce operations in these areas by utilising the existing store network. The geograph-
ical distribution of non-fulfilment stores (potential candidate stores for the introduction of
these services) exhibit a similar distribution to the existing fulfilment stores (Figure 1). Thus,
the introduction of these services at additional stores could present a viable mechanism for
increasing the capacity in areas that already benefit from a relatively higher capacity, but
would not necessarily improve the geographical distribution of that capacity.

Table 3 breaks down the store-level delivery capacity by the rural–urban classification
of each store’s locality [45,46], enabling an analysis of how store-level capacity varies by
urban and rural geography. The majority of fulfilment stores (67%) are in urban areas.
In these areas, high-density populations present the potential for very efficient last-mile
logistics, enabling stores to deliver to a large number of online customers in close proximity
to the fulfilment store, benefiting from shorter delivery distances and travel times than their
rural counterparts. Fewer fulfilment stores (just 17%) are found in the semi-urban/rural
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areas. Those stores located in rural areas tend to exhibit a lower overall capacity, with the
37 rural fulfilment stores contributing just 13% of the total e-commerce fulfilment capacity
within the network.

Table 3. Delivery capacity by urban–rural classification of stores.

Area Classification 1 Store Count Mean Delivery
Capacity by Store

Sum of Delivery
Capacity

Predominantly rural 37 1465 54,145
Urban with significant rural 40 1858 74,324

Predominantly urban 157 1848 290,199
1 Classification taken directly from the 2011 rural–urban classification of Local Authority Districts [45,46] capturing
the general degree of urbanity or rurality in the Local Authority District (local governmental administrative area)
that each store falls within.

The most common capacity constraint reported at the store level relates to delivery,
with 175 stores (74% of all fulfilment stores) flagged within Sainsbury’s in-house data
as having this as the primary constraint to the expansion of e-commerce capacity. This
is especially true for the largest stores, with these data suggesting that comparatively
smaller large-format stores (with a floorspace between 15,069 and 30,000 square feet) are
almost as equally likely to report non-delivery constraints (e.g., storage limitations) as their
capacity-limiting factors. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between storage capacity (a
combination of ambient, chilled and frozen storage) and delivery capacity at a store level.
The results suggests that the storage and delivery capacities generally increase linearly,
with stores that exhibit a greater storage capacity also typically benefitting from a greater
delivery capacity.
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This relationship is shown in greater detail in Table 4, which presents the correlations
between the storage and delivery capacities by store characteristics (location and size).

We found a strong overall association between the storage and delivery capacities,
which is most pronounced for semi-urban and rural stores, where additional storage
capacity can translate to a greater delivery capacity—and marginally weaker for urban
stores (which are typically larger-format stores), where the increased storage space does
not always translate to a greater delivery ability. This suggests that the issues related
to delivery, such as the number of vehicles that can be hosted at urban stores, may be a
limiting factor. This is the case for a number of stores that exhibit relatively high storage
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capacities, yet are constrained by a below-average delivery capacity. Moreover, we found a
stronger association between the storage and delivery capacities for larger stores, although
the association was statistically insignificant for smaller stores. These findings support the
notion that the last-mile act of delivering orders to the consumer generates operational
challenges that can restrict the capacity for e-commerce order fulfilment. The following
sub-section considers this further, from a geographical perspective, analysing the distance
associated with delivery based on the fulfilment store network.

Table 4. Correlations between storage and delivery capacities by store characteristic.

Store Characteristic Correlation Significance n

Location
Mainly urban 0.585 0.000 157

Semi urban and rural 0.730 0.000 40
Mainly rural 0.702 0.000 37

Size
Size A 0.650 0.000 218
Size B 0.295 0.267 16

All stores 0.635 0.000 234

4.2. The Last Mile—Delivery to the Consumer

As noted above, 74% of fulfilment stores have a constraint—as specified by Sainsbury’s
in-house data—associated with delivery restricting further capacity growth. The geographic
factors associated with the last mile are one barrier, which we analyse here in relation to
the fulfilment-store delivery service area (the geographic extent over which a given store
delivers orders). Whilst we did not have access to commercially sensitive data on the
specific territory over which each store provides delivery coverage (see the literature review
for a discussion of the non-fixed nature of these territories), our analysis inferred the service
area for each fulfilment store.

As summarised in Table 5, we assumed that each postal sector was served by its most
proximate fulfilment store. Inferred store-level service areas derived through this approach
varied considerably in size, with some urban stores (especially those in Greater London)
delivering over a service area extending no more than a few kilometres from the store. By
contrast, some stores in Wales and Scotland were inferred to deliver across a service area
that extended to over 120 km in Wales and to almost 340 km in Scotland. We recognised
that this was unrealistic—and indeed delivery coverage was not provided within those
areas that were the most remote from fulfilment stores [7]—but important for assessing
the future growth potential of these services, as is explored further, later on in the present
paper. We also recognised that the current fulfilment network may not afford sufficient
capacity to meet the demands within those service areas, but, without data on the order
volumes or forecast demand, the current analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.

Table 5. Summary of the distances to the nearest fulfilment store on a store-by-store basis.

England Scotland Wales

% of Postal Sectors within
Distance (km)

Current
Fulfilment

Stores

Potential
Fulfilment

Stores

Current
Fulfilment

Stores

Potential
Fulfilment

Stores

Current
Fulfilment

Stores

Potential
Fulfilment

Stores

0–10 72.2 87.0 37.4 49.1 24.7 46.1
10–20 19.6 9.6 21.3 16.0 22.3 16.7
20–30 5.2 2.3 10.3 6.9 18.4 6.4
30–40 1.8 0.7 7.1 6.6 7.1 4.5
40+ 1.2 0.4 23.9 21.4 27.5 26.3
Median service area extent 5.3 2.7 15.6 10.3 21.3 12.3
Maximum service area extent 94.3 94.3 339.4 339.4 128.2 128.2
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The median service area extent is just over 5 km in England, but considerably higher
in both Scotland and Wales. Over 70% of postal sectors in England are within 10 km of
their closest fulfilment store, extending to over 90% within a 20 km threshold. Whilst our
aim was not to assess the coverage of the online groceries service, this does suggest that
the current network of fulfilment stores could enable Sainsbury’s to provide coverage to a
considerable proportion of English neighbourhoods without the need for excessively large
store service areas, thus maximising the last-mile efficiency. This was not the case in parts
of Wales and Scotland, with less than 25% of Welsh neighbourhoods falling within a 10 km
threshold of their nearest fulfilment store. Whilst we found some evidence that those stores
with the largest service areas had a lower delivery capacity than those with smaller service
areas (Table 6), there was no evidence that those stores were more likely to have delivery as
their major constraint, when compared to the stores with a more compact service area, as
summarised in Table 6.

Table 6. Delivery capacity and limiting factors by inferred service area extent.

Service Area
Extent

Count of
Stores

Mean Delivery
Capacity

% of Stores with
Delivery Capacity as a Limiting Factor

Less than 10 km 45 1914 71%
10–20 km 79 1862 81%
20–30 km 51 1607 69%
30–40 km 22 1950 73%

Over 40 km 37 1634 70%

Subsequently, we considered the theoretical last-mile efficiency gains that could be
realised if additional stores from the Sainsbury’s network were used for online groceries
fulfilment. We illustrated the hypothetical impact of using all existing large-format stores
(over 15,069 square feet) as fulfilment stores. Given the high density of these stores in some
localities (see Figure 1), these stores could offer the potential to considerably increase the
capacity in some regions. Assuming that these potential fulfilment stores offered the mean
e-commerce store-level capacity for their region, capacity in London and the South East
would more than double. Considerable capacity could also be added in the West Midlands
and the North West. Table 5 finds that the utilisation of additional fulfilment stores could
notably increase the proportion of neighbourhoods within 10 km of their nearest fulfilment
store, which could offer considerable benefits to the retailer in the form of shorter drive
distances, which enable more efficient and environmentally friendly last-mile logistics. The
utilisation of all potential fulfilment stores places almost 50% of Scottish and Welsh postal
sectors within 10 km of their nearest fulfilment store, and over 80% for England.

Whilst the investment in the infrastructure of e-groceries for these stores would
be costly in the short term (and indeed there may be store-level constraints—such as
storage capacity—that prevent this), the utilisation of additional fulfilment stores could
add considerable capacity to e-groceries and reduce the costs associated with the last mile.
The last-mile savings would be realised by the shorter drive distances and times between
the store and delivery addresses, enabling a greater order volume or providing consumers
with more choices for their delivery-slot times. It may also enable retailers to condense
deliveries to fewer vehicles, each serving a more compact area, with environmental benefits.
Nevertheless, Figure 3 highlights that, even in a scenario whereby all large-format stores
are used for online order fulfilment, there remain many areas of Wales and Scotland that are
remote from fulfilment stores. This either limits the availability of online groceries in these
areas or creates inefficiencies on the supply side, including excessively long (and costly)
journey times for delivery vehicles, reduced order capacity as a result of delivery vehicles
undertaking inefficient journeys, and limited delivery-slot availability for the consumer.
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Figure 3 highlights the fact that a single fulfilment store in northeast Scotland theoreti-
cally provides delivery coverage across the entire Highlands and Islands region. Much of
this region is currently unserved by Sainsbury’s online groceries [7], and no alternative ful-
filment stores exist within this region (as shown in Figure 3). This holds true for a number
of postal sectors in rural-mid Wales and a more limited number of remote neighbourhoods
in England. Thus, in order to provide effective national coverage in an efficient and sus-
tainable manner, retailers, such as Sainsbury’s, may have to consider alternative delivery
models for those localities that are the most remote from the existing store network.

5. Conclusions

Store-based order fulfilment enables retailers, such as Sainsbury’s, to develop localised
an online groceries fulfilment capacity in order to meet consumer demands. This is the
modal operating model in GB for retailers with a physical store network, providing a
relatively low cost and low-risk opportunity for expansion, requiring less investment
than dedicated online fulfilment centres [8]. Store-based fulfilment requires the careful
management of capacity at a local level, ensuring that the fulfilment network can handle
the anticipated demand (volume and size of orders), with the overall capacity driven by
in-store (principally storage space) and delivery constraints (the number of orders that can
be handled at the last-mile stage of fulfilment). At the time of analysis, Sainsbury’s operated
234 store-based fulfilment sites in GB. Whilst these do offer a near-national coverage, we
highlighted that online fulfilment capacity is concentrated to London and the South East,
and clustered around major urban centres. Whilst this likely reflects the distribution of
demand (which is itself concentrated to major urban centres), it is also driven by a legacy
of investment in large-format out-of-town supermarkets—which, for Sainsbury’s, was
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concentrated to the South East [48]—with these store formats typically offering sufficient
in-store space for e-groceries operations.

Retailers, including Sainsbury’s, demonstrated that they can quickly realise additional
capacity (e.g., during the COVID-19 pandemic) through increased supply-side capacity,
enabled via ‘quick wins’, hiring additional pickers and delivery drivers, and increasing the
number of delivery vehicles available [10,11]. For Sainsbury’s, this resulted in the capacity
increasing from a potential 350,000 orders per week in 2019 to around 850,000 orders per
week in 2021 [14]. A discussion with our industry partners suggests that many in-store
capacity constraints (especially storage) were addressed as part of the move to increase
capacity during the pandemic. Further capacity gains at existing fulfilment stores will
likely be achieved by addressing the constraints associated with delivery, which this paper
has found to be the principal constraint for three quarters of fulfilment stores.

Despite this, investment, staff hours and delivery vehicle availability are finite, mean-
ing that delivery distance is a fundamental consideration for service efficiency, highlighting
the importance of the ‘last mile’ [4,5]. The designation of stores as fulfilment centres and
the design and delineation of their service areas have a key impact on capacity across
the network and determines whether demands can be met at a local level. With forecasts
indicating continued growth in the groceries e-commerce market [3], we argue that there is
a growing need for capacity planning in this sector, especially in relation to delivery effi-
ciency and the last mile. We highlight that the introduction of additional fulfilment stores
could reduce the areal extent over which many fulfilment stores make deliveries, bringing
the order fulfilment closer to the final delivery address, subject to sufficient store-level
capacity for order picking, packing and storage.

However, this approach is limited by the distribution of existing stores that could
function as online fulfilment centres. That store network is the result of legacy investments,
many made at a time when groceries e-commerce was non-existent or within its infancy.
They were optimised for in-store shopping and may lack the space, configuration or opera-
tional needs for online groceries fulfilment, especially in terms of their spatial distribution
relative to the underlying demand. As our analysis highlights, even with hypothetical
investment to offer online groceries fulfilment at all large-format stores, there would remain
large geographical extents—especially across rural Wales and Scotland—which would
require prohibitively large online delivery service areas in order to offer effective coverage.

Whilst the constraints associated with delivery could be addressed by a greater usage
of collection points (shifting many last-mile costs back to the consumer), these services still
require in-store order fulfilment capacity for picking, packing and storage. Nevertheless,
unless non-store-based collection points are utilised, the geographical extent and spatial
distribution of capacity for click-and-collect services is driven by capacity within the
fulfilment store network. In keeping with many grocers, Sainsbury’s have trialled the use
of third-party delivery providers, including Deliveroo and Uber Eats, to offer near-instant
delivery of smaller orders, picked from the shelves of convenience stores. Whilst these
may boost customer satisfaction and add marginal additional capacity—these services are
focused on major urban areas and typically utilise small-format stores, which have very
limited order picking, packing and storage capacity, often coming at substantial costs per
item to the consumer.

We therefore argue that effective online capacity management and online capacity
growth for retailers, such as Sainsbury’s, require ongoing investment in optimising the
fulfilment store network, especially in relation to store service area delineation, to maximise
the efficiency of the last mile. Whilst this may include day-to-day operational decisions
(e.g., should postal sector A be served by store X?), this must also consider wider strategic
decision making that links in-store capacity to service area delineation (e.g., based on its
capacity, what is the optimum service area for store Y?) and the future development of
the fulfilment network (does store Z need to be redeveloped to offer online fulfilment in
5 years’ time). We hope this paper serves to highlight these issues and sparks a range
of collaborations between academia and industry within this domain. This is the first
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paper that presents an ambitious plan of research in this area, which hopes to address the
questions raised above.
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